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whether the EIS will cover traffic noise and potential air quality by changing a
two-lane roadway into a main arterial. He asked whether any thought has been
from
given to where the obvious loss of wetlands will be replaced. He said
research he reviewed, newly created storm collection systems dry up and
surrounding wetlands and diminish aquifer recharge. All the existing

destroy
properties including the ones on the Edgewood site operate from wells.
asked whether the City can guarantee that the wells will not dry up and
additional wetlands will not be destroyed.
Mr. Crittendon said he reviewed the

proposed roadway

He
that

schematic from the

site. He said he believes he and his family have been
tricked. All along, City staff has known while negotiating the Valley Avenue
serious
acquisition that the LID project was coming and would have a very
on
properties. If he and his family had known then what they

website and drove

impact

to the

remaining

sided deal. The
know now, they would have never negotiated such a oneamount of property needed to do this not only destroys every tree along the
a sidewalk within
property line it will also extend halfway into the yard putting
earshot of the house and then making the home nonconforming. He said his
is that if the Council insists on moving forward that the

family's proposal
family wants to negotiate

a

complete buyout

or

the

family

will

fight the action

until the end.
Director Blount responded that an improved roadway will generate traffic
within a network. However, with improvements on Valley Avenue there likely
will not be a substantial increase of traffic on that segment of Freeman Road.
There will be increased traffic from the development that will be in the vicinity.
will be required to mitigate traffic impacts for the development.
The

developer
development

the economy begins to improve.
At this time, it has not been determined where the wetland will be mitigated. It
will be necessary to have a mitigation site. The budget includes a site and it is
within the Benaroya or the Stowe/Coldwater sites where they are

Future

in the

area

likely
undertaking mitigation there

is inevitable

may be the

as

potential

for

a

combined

mitigation

site.
Director Blount commented on the benefits to the environment from the low
that
impact development code and offered that there will be a variety of ways
review
a
undertake
The
will
peer
environmental issues will be addressed.
City
of the environmental effort as well as having attention from other agencies
of Fish and Wildlife. He said he is
the Tribe and the

involving

Department

confident that to the extent of best available science, the City will complete the
work. He acknowledged that improving and widening the road will involve

impacts.
reported that planned improvements to Valley Avenue as well
for
as securing funding sources for those improvements have been underway
to any proposed development
many years. In fact,that work has occurred prior
Council that
by Benaroya or in the future formation of a LID. He assured the

Director Blount
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operation of red light photo enforcement

cameras

on

state

traffic signal

City

to enforce the

systems.
Police Chief Blackburn

reported

the agreement enables the

54th
Highway
approved by WSDOT.

at the intersection of Pacific

red

light system
East, a state roadway.

The agreement

was

East and

Avenue

of the agreement. The state
does not receive any of the funds from the fines but recognizes the public value
The state provides some
of reducing accidents within the intersection.

City Manager Worthington

reviewed

highlights

stipulations in that the red light system cannot interfere with the state's system
and other provisions relating to equipment repairs and public records requests.
inquired about the timing of implementing the system.
reported the State Attorney General's Office must
review the agreement, which could take up to 90 days. Installation will likely
The red light system is for one approach at the
occur by July 1, 2009.
Councilmember Godwin
Police chief Blackburn

intersection.
Motion

Motion carried. Councilmember

Cerqui opposed.

1288 Authorize
Execution of Possession

Agreement with
for Valley Avenue

and Use
Jo

ROW
Motion

Councilmember Brooks moved, seconded by Councilmember Godwin, to
approve Resolution No. 1288; Authorize Execution of Possession and Use

Agreement with

City

Jo for

Valley

Avenue ROW.

1288:
Clerk/Finance Director Marcotte read the title of Resolution #

of the City Council of the City ofFife, Pierce County, Washington,
authorizing the City Manager to execute an agreement with young B. Jo and
Yang N. Jo for the possession and use by the City of Fife of a portion of Tax

A Resolution

Parcel No. 0420174035.

reported the proposed resolution is for the last parcel necessary
for the widening of Valley Avenue East. He referred to a map of the property.
Because the property was used for parking for a grocery store, the City is
required to compensate the property owner for that loss of $89,500 plus
95,200 for acquisition of the property. The Jo's have not reached an
agreement as to just compensation, but have agreed to grant the City possession
$ 5,
and use of the strip upon the City's payment of 9
200, so as not to delay the
proj ect.

Director Blount

